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IN THE STATE OF LOUISIANA
25th Judicial District Court # 200

Plaquemines Parish
DEPUTY CLER]PLAQUENINS PARISH. LA

Reginald Reddick ) 25th Judicial District Court
Petitioner, )
DOC #132955 ) ParishofPlaquemines

vs )
)
)

Darrel Vannoy, Warden ) Case No. 93-3922-B
Louisiana State Penitentiary )

Respondent )
—————— )

POST CONVICTION RELIEF APPLICATION

Introduction.

Mr. Reddick is being detained based upon aconviction by anon-unanimousjury. Tn Ramos

v. Louisiana, 140 S. Ct. 1390 (2020), the Supreme Court held that Louisiana’s system allowing

individuals to be convicted by non-unanimous juriesofcrimes for which they can be incarcerated

for life violated the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments. Justice Gorsuch asked, “On what ground

would anyone have us leave Mr. Ramos in prison for the restofhis life?” Jd. at 1408. The Court

could find none because thereare none. Failure to apply Ramosto Petitioner, who remains a victim

ofthe Jim Crowjurysystem, would be express acquiescence instructuralracism and would permit

the ongoing detentionofPetitioner based upon a patently unconstitutional conviction.

‘There is no debate that Petitioner's trial and conviction were unconstitutional; the question

here is whether Petitioner has a remedy in this Court forthatviolation. Based upon the Uniform

Application attached at Exhibit 1, the memorandum of law attached atExhibit2, and the following,

the Court should grant Petitioner's application.

Applicable facts.

1. Reginald Reddick, DOC # 132955 is the Petitioner in this case. Petitioner is

confined at the Louisiana State Penitentiary in violation of his rights under the United States

Constitution.

2. Respondent, Darrel Vannoy currently serves as Warden of the Louisiana State

Penitentiary and is custodian of Petitioner. Petitioner is entitled to post-conviction relief as he
1
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remains in custody after a sentence, based upon a conviction that was obtained in violationofthe

Constitutionof he United States (La. C. Cr. P. art. 930.3 (1).

3. Petitioner was indicted on a charge of fist degree murder and pled not guilty. On

January 23, 1997, the jury retumed with a verdict finding Petitioner guilty second degree murder.

See Exhibit 3. He was sentenced to life at hard labor without the benefit of probation, parole or

suspensionofsentence. See Exhibit 3.

4. ‘The jury in this case issued a non-unanimous verdict. Specifically, the jury voted

ten to two. See Exhibit 3.

5. Timon V. Webre represented-Petitioner a trial. ‘s address with the Louisiana Bar

Association is 700 Camp St, Ste. 203, New Orleans, LA 70130.

6. Upon information and belief, Christopher Aberle represented Petitioner on appeal

Mr. Aberle’s address with the Louisiana State Bar Association is 23146 Nelita Rd, Mandeville,

LA 70471.

7. The Fourth Circuit Courtof Appeals affirmed Petitioner's conviction on appeal on.

State v. Reddick, No. 97 CA-1155." ‘The Supreme Court ofthe StateofLouisiana denied writs on

September 18, 1998. State v. Reddick, No. 98-KO-0664 (La. 1998).

8. This is a successive application” This application for post-conviction relief is

timely in accordance with La.C.Cr.P. art 930.8(2) itis filed within one year ofa final ruling by the

United States Supreme Court establishing a theretofore unknown interpretation of constitutional

law and Petitioner establishes that this interpretation is retroactively applicable to his case.

Specifically, this application relatesto Ramosv. Lousiana, 140 S. Ct. 1390 (2020).

9. Petitioner initially filed for post-convictionreliefon September 11,1999. In this

application, Petitioner raised the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel. This application was

denied by the District Court on August 28, 2001. The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeal denied the

application on November 7, 2001. State v. Reddick, No. 2001-K-1844 (La. App. 4 Cir 2001). The

Supreme Courtof Louisiana denied writs on November1, 2002. State ex rel. Reddick v. State, No.

Alediligent search,thedtof his decison ws not ote.
# All efforts were undertaken to research the full past procedural historyofPeiione's case. However, due to the
age ofthe case th ackofpublically accessible elector records andlor th restrictions on in-person research dus
he moniCovi aden, raionptsir istry my habPore
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2001-KH-3343 (La. 2002).

10. It is clear that the non-unanimous jury verdict in Petitioner's criminal trial

substantially impaired its truth-finding function and raises serious questions about the accuracy of

guilty verdicts in past tials. In the instant case, the State failed to satisfy its constitutional burden

and could not present a case which reached a unanimous verdict. For any numberofreasons, the

dissenting juror harbored reasonable doubts about Petitioner's gui. Their reasonable doubts and

their votes were effectively nullified by La. C. Cr. P. Art. 782 and Article 1 § 17 of Louisiana's

Constitution.

CLAIM FOR RELIEF

11. Petitioner was convicted by a non-unanimous jury. The United States Supreme.

Court hs held that non-unanimous convictions violate the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to

the United States Constitution. Ramos v. Louisiana, 140'S. Ct. 1390 (2020). As such, Petitioner

has a meritorious constitutional claim for relief from his conviction for second degree murder

under La. C. Cr. P. Art. 930.3 (1) (“The conviction was obtained in violation ofthe constitution of

United States or the Stateof Lovisiana.”).

12. Because this application is being filed more than two years after the judgment of

conviction and sentence has become final, Petitioner bears the burden to prove:

i. The claim asserted in the petition is based upon a final rulingof an appellate court
establishinga theretofore unknown interpretationofconstitutional law;

ii. The interpretation is retroactively applicable to his case; and

if. The petition is filed within one yearofthe finality of such ruling.

See La. C. Cr. P. art. 930.8 (A) 2).

13. The claim assorted in this petition is based upon Ramos v. Louisiana, which

established an interpretation of constitutional law that was previously not abided in Louisiana.

Compare Ramos v. Louisiana, supra, with State v. Bertrand, 2008-2215 (La. 3/17/09); 6 So.3d

738 (denyingreliefto claim. In Bertrand, the Louisiana Supreme Court rejected the argument that

non-unanimous verdicts were unconstitutional:

Because we are not presumptuous enough to suppose, upon mere speculation, that the
United States Supreme Courts sill valid determination that non-unanimous 12 person
jury verdicts are constitutional may someday be overturned, we find that the tial court
erred in ruling that Article 782 violated the Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments.
‘With respect o that ruling, it should go without saying thata trial judge is not at liberty to

3
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ignore the controlling jurisprudenceof superior courts.

State v. Bertrand, 2008-2215 (La. 03/17/09),6 So. 3d 738, 743.

14. The petition is filed within one year of Ramos v. Louisiana, decided on April 20, 2020.

15.For the reasons that Petitioner outlined in the attached memorandum on this issue, and will

establish at hearing, Ramos is retroactively applicable to his case because:

4) Ramos v. Louisiana established a substantive protection made applicable to Petitioner
‘who is currently being detained without a valid conviction. See Monigomery v. Louisiana,
1365. Ct. 718 (2015);

©) Ramos v. Louisiana reinstitutes an old rule that has been in effect since the adoption of
the Constitution. See Ramos, 140 S. CL. at 1399 (‘How does the State deal with the fact
this Court has said 13 times over 120 years that the Sixth Amendment does require
unanimity? Or the fact that five Justices in Apodaca said the same);

©) Retroactivity is controlled by stare-decisis, and the United States Supreme Court and the
federal Fifth Circuit have already held retroactive a decision that non-unanimous six person
juries were unconstitutional. See Brown v. Louisiana, 447 U.S. 323 (1980); Atkins v. List,
625 F.2d 525, 525-26 (Sth Cir. 1980); Thomas v. Blackburn, 623 F.2d 383, 384 (5th Cir.
1980);

d@) Even if Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288 (1989), applied, the ruling in Ramos was a
watershed ruleofcriminal procedure that directly impacts the reliabilityofthe conviction;
and

€) Even if the federal courts do not require Louisian to provide a remedy to Petitioner's
constitutional violation, the Louisiana courts should do so for the reasons set forth in the
memorandum, including the history of racism, the threat to legitimacy of the cours, and
the importance of protecting the rights of jurors and defendants. See Danforth v.
Minnesota, 552 U.S. 264, 291 2008).

14. This Court, underArticle I, Section 22ofthe Louisiana Constitution, has an obligation

10 ensure that every person has an adequate remedy by due processof law and justice, administered

without denial, to protect his right to liberty and freedom.

‘RELIEFREQUESTED

‘Wherefore, Reginald Reddick respectfully asks this Court to order a hearing on the

allegations containedherein,to allow Petitioner to present evidence that his conviction was

based upon a non-unanimous verdict, and to provide briefing on the applicationof Ramos v.

Louisiana to his case, and to grant the motion for post-conviction relief.

*Peiionr further anticipate potential arguments bout preservation ofobjections,and therefore frther submits
Pedione’s memorandum lawshowing why ay allged defect regarding preservation shouldb rejected or
overcome with findingof ineffective assistance.

4
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Respectfully submitted,

ph Ward, LA 32266
Madeleine Vidger, LA 39459
‘The Promiseof Justice Initiative.
1024 Elysian Fields Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70117
Telephone: (504) 529-5955
Counsel for Reginald Reddick

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1 hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing motion has been served by hand or first

class mail to the 25th Judicial District Court, to Charles J. Ballay, District Attorney for the 25th

Judicial District, Plaquemines Parish, State of Louisiana, 333 F. Edward Hebert Blvd,

Building 201, Belle Chasse, LA 70037 for Darrel Vannoy, Warden for Louisiana State

Penitentiary and to Petitioner, Reginald Reddick, DOC 132955, 17544 Tunica Trace,

Angola, LA 70712.

Counsel for Reginald Reddick
Signed on this 26ofMarch, 2021
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IN THE STATE OF LOUISIANA
25th Judicial District Court

Plaquemines Parish

Reginald Reddick ) 25th Juical Distt Cou
petioner, )DOCH 132955 ) Parish of Plaguemines

- )
)Darl Vannoy, Warden > Case No. 9339228

Lovisana State Pnentiry )
Report )

~~ .,

ORDER
On Ms Reic's Applicion fo PostConviction Rel, he Seis ech ordered 0

sowcaseon 2M or JE ycrte rut therein shou sb ried.

F— orl Moh 021

25 TodaDieCo Te
Michael D. Clement, Dis B
25th JDC
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SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR
POSTCONVICTION RELIEF

Please review La. C.Cr.P. Arts. 924 - 930.9 for the correct procedure for filing an application for
postconvictionrelief.This form does not modify the law or requirements asstatedin those article.

FortheTime Limitations for fling this application, lease seeLovisiana Code of Criminal Procedure (La. C.CrP)
Act. 930.8(A), which states in pact hat “No application for post-conviction relief,including applications which seek
an out-of-time appeal, shall be considered if t is filed more than two years aftet the judgment of conviction and
sentence has becomefoal under the provisionsofAsticle 914 0£ 922...
See remainderof La. C.CeP. Art. 930.8 for the Limited Exceptions relating to the exteasion of this time period.

SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS — READ
CAREFULLY

If this is not your First Application for postconviction lif, plesse carefully review all of the following
instructions:
1. Tn accordancewith La.C.CeP. Art. 930.4(D) or(E),you ace entitled to file one application for postconviction

liefafter yous conviction has become final sad within the time limits provided in La. C.CzP. Art. 9308.
2. 1f you are attempting to fle a second or subsequent application, you must use this form and justify your

| right to file a second or subsequent application in accordance with La. C.CrP. Arts. 930.4 and 930.8. If
you fil to use this form, your application may be automatically dismissed by the Court.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS — READ CAREFULLY
In addition to the above instructions, please carefully zeview al of the following instructions:
1. You must use this form of the District Court will not consider your application. This could affect your

ability to sek elifin accordance with the time limits established in La. C.CeP. Art. 930.8. Therefore, you must
use this form or justify yout failure to do so within the postconviction time limits.

2. “This application must be clearly written or typed, sigaed by you or you attorney, and sworn to before a notary
public or institutional officer authorized to administer an oath. Any false statement ofa material fact may serve
as the basisforacriminal prosecution. Answer questions concisely in the proper space on the form. You may
attach additional pages stating the facts that support you chims for relief. No lengthy citationsof authorities |
orlegal arguments are ncceseay |

3. When the application is completed, you must file the original application in the District Court for the |
parish in which you were convicted and sentenced, and you must also send a copy to the State |

4. You must raise all cms forrelief arising out of a single trial or gly pla in one application. |
5. You are only ented to fle an application for postconviction relief to challenge a habitual offender

adjudication or sentence within very limited circumstances. In most cases, you can ooly challenge a
habitual offender adjudication or sentencein an appeal.

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS
A copy of the Louisiana Uniform Commitment Order of conviction and sentence must be attached to the
application (iit is availabe),or the application must allege that iis unavailable.
You must attach a copy of any judgment by any court regarding prior postconviction applications, of this
application may be dismissed by the district cout. If you are unable to provide any judgments, please explain why.

Dateofthis Application: |_3 /__26 / Nameof Applicant:
2021 Reginald Reddick

oom |py [ion]pre |
District Court Case PasishofConviction:
Number 9339228 sp

Page 10f5
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NesofTk
Offene() for whichyouwere convicted: | Second Degeee Msdes

Do anyofthe convictions involve a sex offense or& human traficking related offense where the | yi 0)
victim was a minor undes the ageof ightcen ears (eeLaRS. 461842(1.1) nd 46184) |
(Check One] [Nom

1/23 Conviction by Guilty Plea Trialby Jury IX.DateofConviction: | 551 —— ro by Juy| T1 CheckOn|ibyJudge
lars_/

one
‘Nameof Counsel who represented you at the time |
of tial, sentence and/or conviction: | Timon Webre

‘Multiple Offeadér Proceeding; [Check One] Yes O NoO

Plea 0 Adjudicated to be a Multiple Offender
Res ofProceeding; (Check One lo

Adjudicated No Bill 0

NameofCounsel who represented yowon. |sppesk | SecPeiion

‘Appealof conviction and |v; Yo |
sentence: (Check One] | *= 2 NoD | Appellate Case:| grep 1155

1‘Appeal of Multiple Bil: | y| o Case th:phe |ra0 NoTX | Appellate Case #:

Wit to Louisiana Supeeme | ye, g) oO |Stpreme Court
Court: [Check One] Yes N bogi 980-0664

Action by Supreme Court | Grunvca 1] ed
[CheckifApplicable] | oved Denied \ps te of Action: |9/18/1008

Rebestingto Supreme | Graneed 0 Denied |
Court: [Check if. | DateofAction: |_

Applicable) {a |

PRIOR APPLICATIONS INSTRUCTIONS ~ READ CAREFULLY

Please provide a lst below ofall prior applications for postconviction relief fled by you of on yourbehalfin
connection with the judgment of conviction and sentence challenged in this application. If you have fled more
than two prior applications, provide the information for each additional application on a separate sheet of paper.

T TDistrict Court Case: Pasish of |

5 /ny Is this the same case challenged in this application? | ve, (ye No
DareofFiling: | 3959 (Check One] [¥=lx ND

Page20f5
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1. Ineffective assistanceof counsel
2

Clims Raised: | 3.
a
[Use Additional Sheet ifNecessary)

Waslegedei Cec On] pest as msm
"Did you receive an evidentiary | ‘Did you fle 2 wei to the Cort of
‘hearing? [Check One] |YesQ NoD | Appeal? (Check One] YesGx NoO

‘Which Circuit?[Check | 10 20 30 4X | Appellate Cased:

Ong] so 2001K-1844

Sought wit to - enied [J | Supreme Court| 2001Keg 334:
LouisianaSupreme |e red0 Denied | 08% 2
Cour? [Cheek Ome] | Not Soghe 0

District Court Case: Parish of |
Number: | Conviction: |
I Is this the same case challenged in thi application?DateofFling: Sn YesO NoO

1
2

Clim Raised:| 3.
4
[Use Additional Sheet ifNecessary)

Date ofas ted or kOngj |YesO No
eeakod[renmolt, [or]

Didyoureceivean evidentiary . Didyou file wittothe Court of
‘hearing? [Check One] Yes NoO  |'apieal> (Check One] | YesO No

Which Circuit?[Check 102030 40 |Appelte Case#
Ong] lso

Sought weit to " pied [| Supreme Couet
Tovisians Supreme|O700ed 0 Denied 0|00 |
Court? (Check Onc]|Not Sought 0

DateofRuling | __/___/l

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF INSTRUCTIONS ~ READ CAREFULLY |
‘You must include in this application al allowable claims relating to this conviction. Ifyoudo nor, you may be
barced from preseating additional claims ata late date. See La. C.CrP. Art 930.4, You must state the facts upon
which yout lsims aze based. Do not just set out conclusions.
Please ref to La. C.CeP. Art. 930.3 (Grounds),which reads:

“I the petitioner is in custody after sentence for conviction for an offense, relief shall be granted
only on the following grounds:
(1) The conviction was obisined in violation of the constitution of the United States o the state of
Louisiana;
The court exceeded ts fuisdictons

Page3 of 5
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3) The conviction or sentence subjected him to double jeopardy;
(8) The limitations on the institutionofprosecution had expired;
(9) The statute creating the offense for which he was convicted and sentenced is unconstitutional;
(6) The conviction or sentence constitute the ex post facto application oflaw in violation of the
constitutionofthe United Statesofthe stateofLovsiana |
(The results ofDNA testing performedpursuantto an application granted under Arce 9261 proves
by clear and convincing evidence tha the petitioner is actually innocentof the crime for which he was
convicted.”

Using a separate sheetofpapes, provide the following information as it relates to claims available under
La. CCP. Art. 9303.

For exch chim:
(4) You must state your claim, the ground on which it is based under La. C.CeP. Art 930.3, and the facts thac
support your claim.
(B) IF there are witnesses who could testify in support of your claim, you must ls their names aad curceat
addresses. If you cannot do so, explia why.
(©) you failed to raise this chim in the trial court prio to conviction or on appeal, you must explain why. This
is your opportunity to state reasons for your failure before the coust considers dismissing the application in
accordancewithLa. C.CP. Art. 930.4(F).

In the following space, provide a brief summary of the reasons why you ace legally entitledto file a second 0
Subsequent application. Ifyou ful tojustify your sight to fie 2 secondor subsequent applicationin accordance.
with La. CCP. Arts.930.4 and 930.8, yout application maybeautomatically dismissed.

Please see the attached post-convictionrelief pplication pleading fled herewith, Petitioner references
and incorporates that document, asif it was sated herein. All reasonable efforts were undertaken to
confirm/discover information relating to the past procedural history and pastflingsin this case. Any
missing information is duc to age of case, lackofavailabiltyof publicly accessible clectronic records :
and/or the restrictions on in-person research gathering caused by the international Covid-19
pandemic.

Peitoneris entied to successive PCR under La.C.CeP.art 930.8(2) because iis based upon a final
sulngby the United States Supeeme Court (Ramos v. Louisiana, 590 U.S.__ (April 20,
2020) establishing a thezetofore unknown interpretation of constitutional law and Petitioner can
establish tha thi interpeetaton is retroactively applicable to his case.

Page dof5
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Whesefore, Applicant prays ha the Cost grat Applic elifto hich he/she may be ended.

2/3 som pL
[Day / Month/ Year] [Sighature of Applicant5%Applicant's attorney]

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF LOUISIANA

PARISH OF ORLEANS
Haxdell H, Ward [Name of Applicant/Attomney], being fist duly sworn says that he /she bas read the
applicsfog/for postconviction relief nd swears o afiems that al of the information thereinis true and correct.

. p SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me this
{Sigharure of Applicantor Applicants attorney]

2% dayof_3 om
Bathany D. Semhan y

Louisiana Notary Public r—
cary oN. Fr0is4 New OdenLA
y Commissions for Lite NOTARY or pertba authorized to administer oath.

Coo Cove Naren
JUDGMENT

[May be used by the Court in lieu of or in
addition to writen reasons]

Considering the foregoing Application for Postconviction Relief, this Flonorable Court hereby:
DENIES this application in sccordance wih La. C.CeP: Are

i 9260 9280 9290 93040 0r93080or
‘ORDERS tha the Applicant show cave i writing on o befor the dag of 20 iy]
the application should not be dismissedin accordance with La. C.CxP. Art

9268) 0 9280 9290 93040 0r93080 ,0r

ORDERSth the State be zequied to fle 4 response. to this application on ox before the ____dy of
ow i 20

Signed in Louisiana, this __day of 2

TODGE

Page Sof's
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IN THE STATE OF LOUISIANA
25th Judicial District Court

Plaquemines Parish

Reginald Reddick ) 25th Judicial District Court
Petitioner, )
DOC #132955 ) Parish of Plaquemines

“v= )
co)

)
Darrel Vannoy, Warden ) Case No. 93-3922-B
Louisiana State Penitentiary )

Respondent )

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
POST CONVICTION RELIEF APPLICATION

Soompinbis
hm
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I Ramos v. Louisiana establishes a substantive protection made applicable to
Peiitioner, who is currently being detained without a valid conviction.

On what ground would anyone have us leave Mr. Ramos in prison for the rest of
his lie? Nota single Memberofthis Court is prepared to say Louisiana secured his
conviction constitutionally under the Sixth Amendment. No one before us suggests
that the error was harmless. Louisiana does not claim precedent commands an
affirmance. In the end, the best anyone can seem to muster against Mr. Ramos is
that, ifwe dared to admit in his case what we all know to be true about the Sixth
Amendment, we might have to say the same in someothers. But where is thejustice
in that? Every judge must leam to live with the fact he or she will make some
mistakes; it comes with the territory. But it is something else entirely to perpetuate
something we all know to be wrongonly because we fearthe consequencesofbeing
ight.

- Ramos. Louisiana, 140'S. Ct. 1390, 1408 (2020) (plurality opinion).

The US. Supreme Court decided Ramos v. Louisiana on April 20, 2020. In that case,

Evangelisto Ramos faced a charge of second-degree murder, for which he maintained his

innocence and invoked his right toajury trial. Jd. at 1393-94. Duringthat rial, two jurors believed

that the StateofLouisiana failed to prove Mr. Ramos’s guilt beyond reasonable doub. fd. at 1394.

‘The two jurors voted to acquit. 1d. The courts in 48 states would have acquitted Mr. Ramos in this

circumstance, but in Louisiana—where the law allowed 10-2 and 11-1 non-unanimous jury

convictions—Mr. Ramos received a lfe sentence, without the possibilityofparole. Id.

In addition to being inconsistent with the vast majority of criminal procedure practices

across the Country, Lousiana’s non-unanimous jury rule—the Ramos Courtexplained—was born

from the Jim Crow era. “With a careful eye on racial demographics, the [1898 Constitutional]

convention delegates sculpted a ‘facially race-neutral” rule permitting 10-to-2 verdicts in order ‘to

ensure that African-American juror service wouldbemeaningless.” Id. at 1394.

‘The Ramos Court reversed Mr. Ramos’s conviction and held that Louisiana's scheme of

non-unanimous jury verdicts violated the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendmentsofthe United States

Constitution. In doing so, Justice Gorsuch, writing for the five-justice majority, first articulated

what the Court had “repeatedly” recognized over many years: the Sixth Amendment requires a

unanimous jury verdict. Id. at 1396." Inherent in his is the simple truth that those convicted with

"See id at 1396 (“Wherever we might ook to determine what the erm “rial by an impartial jury trial”
meant atthe time ofthe Sixth Amendment's adopton—whether t's th common lw, state practice in th founding
Tominepin
Fone eames

3
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‘non-unanimous jury verdicts failed to receive an adjudication that met the statutory elements of

the crime for which those individuals were sentenced.

‘The Ramos Court addressed found that “{tJhere can be no question either that the Sixth

Amendment's unanimity requirement applies to state and federal criminal rials equally,” as it is

incorporated against the statesunder the Fourteenth Amendment. d. at 1397. This understanding

ofincorporation had also been “long explained” by the Court and was supported by jurisprudence

for overa halfcentury. J? Lastly, the Court addressed Apodaca v. Oregon, 406 U.S. 464 (1972),

In Apodaca, a majority of Justices recognized that the Sixth Amendment requires unanimity in

jury verdicts. However, the Court nonetheless upheld Oregon's system of non-unanimous jury

verdicts in “a badly fracturedset ofopinions.” Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1392.

Four Justices in the Ramos Court foundthatApodaca had ltle-to-no precedential value to

the case before them.* Two Justices found that Apodaca was simply “irreconcilable” with the

Court's constitutional precedent, or “egregiously wrong” and must be overtumed.¢ The Court

concluded: “We have an admittedly mistaken decision, on a constitutional issue, an outlier on the

day it was decided, one that's become lonelier with time.” Id. at 1408. The Court could not, and

‘would not, rely on Apodacato uphold Louisiana and Oregon's systems of non-unanimous verdicts.

era, oropinions and treatise writen soonafterward—the answer is unmistakable. A jury mus resch a unanimous
Verdict in order to convict”)

1d at 1396 (Kavanaugh J, concurring in par) (“the orignal meaning and this Courts precedents
establish that the Fourteenth Amendment incorporais the Sixth Amendmentjury tia right against th Stes”; i,
at 1416 (Thomas, J, concurring in the judgement) (“There i so considerable cvideace that this understanding [of
th Sixth Amendments unanimity requirement] persisted uptothe time ofthe Fourteenth Amendment's
ratification”).

Joined by Justices Ginsberg and Breyer, Justice Gorsuch explainedthat“Apodaca yielded no controlling
opinion at all," id at 1403, and “not evenLouisianatis to suggest thatApodaca suplic agoverningprecedent.”
1d. 211402. In his separate concurring opinion, Justice Thomasfound Apodaca to be napplicabe n this case
because twas decided on due process grounds, and, inbis opinion, he Sixth Amendment i incorporated agains he
stats through the Privileges and Immunity Clause ofthe Fourteenth Amendment: Because “Apodaca addressed the
Due Process Clause, its Fourteenth Amendment ling docs not bind us because theproperquestion her the

scopeofthe Privileges or Immunities Clause. dat 1424-25 (Thomas, J. concurring in th judgement)
Inher concurrence,Justice Sotomayor wrote Apodaca is “irreconcilable with not ust oe, but two,

srandsofconstitutional precedent wel established bothbefore and aferth decision. TheCourt has long
recognized thatthe Sixth Amendment requires unanimity.” Id. t 1409 (Sotomayor,1. concurin in par). In his
concuring opinion, JusticeKavanaughconcluded that Apodaca mstb reversed, a t is “Apodaca i egregiously
wiong, The orginal meaning an this Court's precedents establish ha he Sixth Amendment requires a unanimous
3a... Andth original meaning and this Cour’ precedents establish hat he Fouricenth Amendment incorporates
the Sixth Amendment jury ia ight again: th States” Ld at1416 (Kavanaugh, , concurring in part).
PooneltAciig
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The Ramos ruling is a substantive rule because it addresses a “substantive categorical

guarantefe] accorded by the Constitution.” See Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 329-30 (1989).

‘When a state puts forth certain elements ofa crime, and a trial proceeds before a trier offact, that

trier of fact must find those elements met in order to convict. In the caseofnon-unanimous jury

verdicts, the trier of fact has not found those elements to have been met. When a substantive rule

of constitutional law controls the outcome of a case, the Constitution requires state collateral

reviewcourtsto give retroactive effectto that ule. Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S. Ct. 718, 723

(2016) (explaining that substantive rules include “rules forbidding criminal punishmentofcertain

primary conduct,” as well as “rules prohibiting a certain category of punishment for a class of

defendants becauseoftheir satus or offense.”)

IL Ramosv. Louisianareintitutes an old rule that has been in effectsince the adoption
ofthe constitution.

“How does the State deal with the fact tis Court has said 13 times over 120 years
that the Sixth Amendment does require unanimity? Or the fact that five Justices in
Apodaca said the same?”

- Ramos, 140'S. Ct. at 1399.

‘The Supreme Court, in Ramos v. Louisiana, returned to the original founding principles

that were consistently applied, noting, “This Court has, repeatedly and over many years,

recognized that the Sixth Amendment requires unanimity. As early as 1898, the Court said that a

defendant enjoys a ‘constitutional right to demand that his liberty should not be taken from him

‘except by the joint actionofthe court and the unanimous verdict ofa juryoftwelve persons.” Id

at 1396,

In Teague v. Lane, the U.S. Supreme Court laid out the test for determining the retroactive

applicationoffuture newly announced rules. However, the Teague doctrine applies only to future

decisions that announce “new rules” of criminal procedure, not to those that are “merely an

application of the principle that govemed” aprior Supreme Court case. Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S.

288,307 (1989) (quotation and citation omitted); see also id. at 302 (“tis admittedlyoften difficult

to determine when a case announces a new rule, and we do not attempt to define the spectrum of

Em
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what may or may not constitute a new rule for retroactivity purposes.”). The Ramos decision falls

into the latter category.

IfRamos does not establish a new rule then the Teague doctrine does not apply, and Ramos

is automatically applicable to non-unanimous cases on fist post-convictionrelief applications and

also applicable to second and successive post-convictionreliefapplication.

The Supreme Court, in no fewer than 14 opinions, has explained that the Sixth

Amendment's Jury Trial Clause requires a “unanimous” verdict to convict, many before the

Peitioner’s conviction became final. The first time the U.S. Supreme Court discussed the issue, it

pronounced that the Framers and the ratifying public believed “life and liberty, when involved in

criminal prosecutions, would not be adequately secured except through the unanimous verdict of

twelve jurors.” Thompson v. State of Utah, 170 U.S. 343, 353 (1898). Other contemporaneous

descriptionsofthe ight to jury tial are in accord. See Maxwell v. Dow, 176 U.S. 581, 586 (1900);

Patton v. United States, 281 U.S. 276, 288 (1930), abrogated on other grounds by Williams v.

Florida, 399 U.S. 78 (1970).

Two generations after first addressing the unanimity issue, this Court returned to the

subject in Andres v. United States, 333 U.S. 740 (1948). The issue there was whether a federal

murder sentencing statute allowed juries to impose capital sentences by non-unanimous votes. See

id. at 746-47. Emphasizing that the Sixth Amendment's Jury Trial Clause demands “[ulnanimity

injury verdicts,” the Court construed the statute to require unanimity “upon both guilt and whether

the punishmentof death should be imposed.” Id. at 748-49.

In Apodaca v. Oregon, 406 U.S. 404 (1972), a majorityofthe Court agreed yet again that

the Sixth Amendment requires jury unanimity to convict. Justice Powell accepted the “unbroken

line of cases reaching back into the late 1800s” holding that, under the Sixth Amendment,

“unanimity is one of the indispensable features of federal jury trial.” Johnson v. Louisiana, 406

USS. 356,369 (1972) (Powell, J, concurring in the judgmentin Apodaca). Justice Stewart, writing

Ramos, 140°. Ct. a 1437 (Al, 1, dissenting) (“Teague spplies only 9.2 new rule’, and the positions
{aken by someofthe majority may lead o the conclusion that the rule announced today san od ule”)

Em
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for three Justices, likewise concluded that “the Sixth Amendment's guarantee of tral by jury

embraces a guarantee tht the verdict ofthe jury must be unanimous.” Apodaca, 406 U.S. at 414

15 (Stewart, J, joined by Brennan & Marshall, J., dissenting). Justice Douglas similarly

maintained that “the Federal Constitution require[s] a unanimous jury in all criminal cases.”

Johnson, 406 U.S. at 382 (Douglas, J., joined by Brennan & Marshall, 1, dissenting in Apodaca).

Subsequent decisions have continued to recognize that the Jury Trial Clause requires

unanimity to convict someone ofa crime. In a line of cases involving the scope of the jury trial

right, this Court has repeatedly explained that the Sixth Amendment requires that “the truth of

every accusation .... be confirmed by the unanimous suffrageoftwelve of[the defendant's] equals

and neighbours.” Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 477 (2000) (quoting 4 W. Blackstone,

‘Commentaries on the Laws of England 343; 349-50 (1769); accordS. Union Co. v. United States,

S67 USS. 343, 356 (2012); United States v. Booker, 543 US. 220, 239 (2005); Blakely v.

Washington, 542 US. 296, 301 (2004);United Statesv. Gaudin, 515 U.S. 506, 510 (1995).

‘The US. Supreme Court has similarly relied on Andres and Justice Powell's opinion in

Apodacato hold that “a jury inafederal criminal case cannot convict unless it unanimously finds”

each elementofacrime. Richardsonv. UnitedStates, 526 US. 813, 817 (1999) (emphasis added);

see also Descamps v. United States, 570 U.S. 254, 269 (2013) (“The Sixth Amendment

contemplates that a jury...” wil find the essential facts “unanimously and beyond a reasonable:

doubt.”). The Supreme Court retuned to the subject in two cases involving the incorporation of

other provisions of the Bill of Rights. Referencing Apodaca, the U.S. Supreme Court has noted

that “the Sixth Amendment right to trial by jury requires a unanimous jury verdict in federal

criminal trials.” McDonaldv. Chicago, 561 U.S. 742, 766 n.14 (2010); see also Timbs v. Indiana,

139. Ct. 682, 687 n.1 (2019) (same); see also Ramos, 1408. Ct. at 1397.

To be sure, four ofthse five Justices dissented on other grounds. But where five Justices expressly
embracelegal proposition, the consensus ofhe five Justices prevails ove any separa opinions on that suc. See,
eg. Alexanderv. Choate,69US. 287,292-93, 293 n.9 (1985) proposiion adopiedbyane Justice i th majority‘and four in dissent in Guardians Ass'n». Civil Service Comm'n, 463 U.S. 582 (1983), constituted“holding.

EL
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The outcome in Apodaca, the U.S. Supreme Court has explained, resulted from Justice

Powells vote that the Fourteenth Amendment did not require states to fully abide by the Sixth

Amendment. See McDonald, 561 US. at 766 n.14; see also Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1397. And in

Timbs, the U.S. Supreme Court explained the reasoning in Apodaca was a sole outlier in Supreme

Courtjurisprudence. Timbs, 139 S. Ct. at 687, n.1.

As the Ramos Court acknowledged, Justice Powell's vote in Apodaca embraced a notion

that had already been rejected by the Court: that “the Fourteenth Amendment applies to the States

only a ‘watered-down, subjective version of the individual guarantees of the Bill of Rights.”

Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1398; Timbs, 139'S. Ct. at 682. The outlier opinion in Apodaca is what the

Ramos decision corrected. Therefore, for purposes of La. C. Cr. P. art. 930.8(2), the ruling is a

“theretofore unknown interpretation of constitutional law,” but is not a new rule under Teague.

This is similar to Stringer v. Black, 503 U.S. 222 (1992), where the Court held that ts decision in

Maynardv. Cartright, 486 U.S. 356 (1988), did not announce a new rule because it “applied the

same analysis and reasoning” found ina prior case. Stringer, 503 U.S. at 228."

Here, in addition to the long line of above-cited cases supporting unanimous juries under

the Sixth Amendment, every other provisionofthe BillofRights has been found incorporated to

the states by the Fourteenth Amendment ina manner that shows “no daylight.” See Zimbs, 139 S.

Ct.at 687 n.1; Ramos, 1405. Ct. at 1405 n.63.

‘The Ramos decision only reiterated what the Court had long found: that the constitutional

right to a unanimous jury verdict applied equallyinstate and federal courts:

This Court has repeatedly and over many years, recognized that the Sixth
Amendment requires unanimity... There can be no question either that the Sixth
Amendment's unanimity requirement applies to state and federal criminal trials
equally. This Court has long explained thet the Sixth Amendment right to a jury

7 Seealso Perry. Lymaugh, 492 U.S. 302 (1989) finding tht the reliefa tate prisoner sought would nt reat a
new rule because twasdictatedbyLocket v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978), and Eddingsv. Oklahoma, 455 US. 104
(1982), bothofwhich were decided before the prisoner's conviction became inal.) In that cae, Penry sought relict
based on the proposition hat when acapital defendant presets mitigating evidence ofmental retardation and sn
abused background, courts must “give jury instructions that makeit possiblefo them to give effect to that
mitigating evidence in determining whether defendant shouldbe sentenced to death” Pery, 491 US. at 315. Both
LockettandEddings had held that senncers in capital cases coud nt be precluded from consideringcorti
potentially mitigating evidence. Even though those cass dealt with diffrent kindsofmitigating evidence, tis Court
concluded thatthe rule Pry sought was “dictated by Eddings nd Locket” Pen, 492 US. at 319.
fT—aeron
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trial is “fundamental to the American scheme ofjustice” and incorporated against
the States under the Fourteenth Amendment. This Court has long explained, too,
that incorporated provisions of the Bill of Rights bear the same content when
asserted against States as they do when asserted against the federal government. So
if the Sixth Amendment's right to a jury trial requires a unanimous verdict to
support a conviction in federal court it requires no less in tate court.

Ramos, 140'S. Ct. at 1397.

“The only exception had been Apodaca, but it was clear to all that the exception did not

comport with the analysis and reasoning used for all other incorporation cases.® This was so

‘apparent that the State ofLouisiana did not even seek tosupporttheApodaca holding in is briefing

in Ramos or at oral argument. The State’s only defense in support of Mr. Ramos’judgment was

that the Sixth Amendment does not require unanimity at all, that is, not in state courts or in federal

courts—a position clearly contrary to the holding in Apodaca.’

If Ramos merely corrects a mistake made by the U.S. Supreme Court in Apodaca and

restatesa rule that had been present since the creationofthe Fourteenth Amendment, then Ramos

does not provide a “new rule,” only a heretofore unknown interpretation for purposesofLouisiana

CodeofCriminal Procedure 930.82).

HI. Retroactivity is controlled by stare decisis, and the United States Supreme Court
and the federal Fifth Circuit have already held retroactive a decision that non-
unanimous six person juries were unconstitutional.

Before a court looks to Teague v. Lane, it should look to see if there is already a rule in

place that governs retroactivity. In the case of Ramos, there is. The U.S. Supreme Court and the

Fifth Circuit Courtof Appeals have already made clear that a determination that a non-unanimous

vendict violates the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments necessitates retroactive application.

#“Apodaca..ason shaky ground from the sar” Ramos, 140S. Cat 1409 (Sotomayor,1 concur).
2 Avoral argument, Justice Kavanaugh asked the SatofLouisiana what ts best argument would be ft

wer not 0 overrule the 14 cases in whic i has sid the Sixth Amendment requires a unanimous jury rial. “What
are your bet arguments, then,frwhy the righ i not incorporated and relstedly yourbestarguments for nt
overruling Apodca?” he asked. The Sat responded: “Justice Kavanaugh, they are concededly not very good...
{his Cout teas at his point in timeha alken view ofincorporation tat says that there's no daylight So ifyou
find that unanimity is required, findmyselfin a ar more dificultposition.” See U.S. Supreme Court No. 18-3924,
Oral Argument Transit p. 47-43; see also Rams, 140°. CL. at 1399 (‘Louisian acknowledges the prove. The
State expressly tll ust snot ‘aking the Court 0 seco Juice Powell's slo opinion in Apodaca prscadentil
force)
PomceltAlessi
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In Burch v. Louisiana, 441 U.S. 130 (1979), Mr. Burch was charged with exhibiting two

obscene motion pictures. 1d. at 132. Under Lousiana law, the court tried him before a six-person

jury. Id. A jury poll indicated that the jury had voted five-to-one to convict him. Jd. He appealed,

arguing that the Louisiana law permitting conviction by a non-unanimous six-member jury

violated his rights to a rial by jury guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments. Id. at

132-33. The U.S. Supreme Court agreed and found that convictions by a non-unanimous six-

member jury threatened the substanceofthe jury tial guarantee and violated the Constitution. Id

at 138.

In Brown v. Louisiana, 447 US. 323 (1980), the U.S. Supreme Court held that the

constitutional principle announced in Biurch—that conviction ofa nonpetty criminal offense in a

state court by a non-unanimous six-person jury violates the accused's right to trial by jury

guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments—*tequires retroactive application.” Id. at

334 (“It is difficult to envision a constitutional rule that more fundamentally implicates ‘the

faimessofthe trial—the very integrity of the fact-finding process.” ... Any practice that threatens

the jury’s ability properly to perform that function poses a similar threat to the truth-determining

process itself. The rule in Burch was directed toward elimination of just such a practice. Its

purpose, therefore, clearly requires retroactive application.”).

In Brown, the Court stressed that:

‘Where the major purpose ofnew constitutional doctrine is to overcome an aspect
of the criminal trial that substantially impairs its truth-finding function and so
raises serious questions about the accuracyofguilty verdicts in past trials, the new
rule has been given complete retroactive effect. Neither good-faith reliance by
state or federal authorities on prior constitutional law or accepted practice, nor
severe impact on the administration ofjustice has sufficed to require prospective
application in these circumstances.

1d. at 328 (quoting Williams v. UnitedStates, 401 U.S. 646, 653 (1971) (plurality opinion of

‘WHITE, 1; an. v. CityofNew York, 407 U.S. 203, 204 (1972).

Staredecisisbinds this Courtto follow the decision by the United States Supreme Court in

Brown. See Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1416 n.84 (Kavanaugh, J. concurring in part) (“vertical stare

decisis is absolute, as it must be in a hierarchical system with ‘one supreme court. ... In other

EE
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words, the state courts and the other federal courts havea constitutional obligation to follow a

precedentofthis Court unless and until it is overruled by this Court.”).

Following the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Brown, two Fifth CircuitCourtofAppeals

cases found that the Supreme Court’s ruling on unanimous jury verdicts in cases with six-person

juries required retroactive application to people seeking post-conviction relief. Atkins v. List, 625

F.2d 525, 52526 (Sth Cir. 1980); Thomas v. Blackburn, 623 F.2d 383, 384 (Sth Cir. 1980).

Considering the rulings in Ramos, Brown, Atkins, and Thomas, this Court should vacate the

convictionofPetitioner, and remand fora new trial or set Petitioner free.

In Teague v. Lane, the U.S. Supreme Court laid out the test for determining the retroactive

application offuture newly announced rules. However, Brown had already laid down the rule for

determining retroactivity of decisions concerning non-unanimous juries. Teague did not purport

to overrule Brown, and indeed cites it as the case that determined the retroactivity of the rule in

Burch v. Louisiana, 441 U.S. 130 (1979), prohibiting non-unanimous verdicts in six person juries.

Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. at 299.

IV. Even if Teague v. Lane applied, the ruling in Ramos was a watershed rule of
criminal procedure that directly impacts the reliabilityofthe conviction.

Even if Teague applies, Ramos reiterated a substantive rule requiring retroactivity for the

reasons stated in Section I. Butifthis Court were to determine that the holding in Ramos somehow

established a new rule, then Teague would also not bar applying it to Petitioner's claim because

the Ramos rule qualifies as a “watershed rulef]ofcriminal procedure.”

Ramos created a “watershed rules of criminal procedure’ implicating the fundamental

faimess and accuracyofthe criminal proceeding,” like thatofGideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335

(1963), and should therefore have retroactive effect. Safe v. Parks, 494 U.S. 484, 494-95 (1990)

(citing Teague, 489 US. at 311 (plurality opinion). To implicate “fundamental faimess and

accuracy,” the rule mustbe one “without which the likelihoodofanaccurateconvietion i seriously

diminished.” Schriro v. Summerlin, $42 U.S. 348, 352 (2004) (intemal citations omitted).

“The Court has previously used Gideon as the lodestar for determining watershed cases. See:

id. In Gideon, the Court overruled Betts v. Brady, 316 U.S. 455 (1942), which had previously

Em
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refused to incorporate the Sixth AmendmentRightto Counsel under the Fourteenth Amendment.

372.U.S. at 339. Ten yearspriorto Betts, the Court found that the right to counsel is fundamental

and essential to a fair rial. Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 68 (1932). The Court reemphasized

again in 1938 that the Sixth Amendment guaranteed a right to appointed counsel in federal

prosecutions where the defendant is unable to employ counsel and that, unless the right is

competently and intelligently waived, the “Sixth Amendment stands as 2 jurisdictional bar to a

valid conviction and sentence depriving himof hs life or is liberty.” Johnson . Zerbst, 304 U.S.

458, 468 (1938). The Zerbst Court went on to describe the assistance of counsel as “oneofthe

safeguards ofthe Sixth Amendment Right deemed necessary to insure fundamental human rights

of life and liberty.” Id. at 462. The Gideon Cour, in looking at this precedent, found Bes to be an

aberration and its decision to be a restorationof “constitutional principles established to achieve a

fair system ofjustice.” 372 U.S. at 344.

Just like in Gideon, Ramos incorporated a Sixth Amendment right into the Fourteenth

Amendment, following the foundation of prior minority opinionsof the U.S. Supreme Court as to

the fundamental nature of unanimity in jury verdicts. See Ramos, 140'S. Ct. at 1433; Andres .

United States, 333 U.S. 740, 748 (1948); Johnson v. Louisiana, 406 USS. at 371 (Powell, 1,

concurring); id. at 397 (Stewart, 1, dissenting).

In Andres, the Supreme Court unanimously held that the Bill of Rights required &

unanimous jury verdict. 333 U.S. at 748 (“Unanimity in jury verdicts is required where the Sixth

and Seventh Amendments apply.”). Then, in Johnson and Apodaca, five justices agreed that the

Sixth Amendment required unanimity. See Johnson, 406 U.S. at 371 (Powell, J., concurring) (“At

the time the Bill of Rights was adopted, unanimity had long been established as one ofthe attributes

of a jury conviction at common law. It therefore seems to me, in accord both with history and

precedent, that the Sixth Amendment requires a unanimous jury verdict to convict in a federal

criminal tral.”); id. at 381-403 (dissenting opinions); Apodaca, 406 U.S. at. 414-15 (concurring

and dissenting opinions). However, because Justice Powell did not believe that the ight should be

incorporated under the Fourteenth Amendment, state non-unanimous jury schemes were upheld as

constitutional. Johnson, 406 U.S. at 371 (Powell, J, concurring) (concluding that unanimity is

Emm
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required by the Sixth Amendment,but that “it is the Fourteenth Amendment, rather than the Sixth,

that imposes upon the States the requirement that they provide jury trials to those accused of

serious crimes.”)

Justice Stewart's opinion provides an argument for fundamentlity that echoes the

sentiments that the Gideon Court made regarding the fundamentality of the right to appointed

counsel:

‘The guarantee against systematic discrimination in the selectionofcriminal court
juries is a fundamental ofthe Fourteenth Amendment. That has been the insistent
‘message of this Court in a line of decisions extending over nearly a century. The
clear purpose of these decisions has been to ensure universal participation of the
citizenry in the administrationofcriminal justice. Yet today’s judgment approves
the elimination of the one rule that can ensure that such participation will be
‘meaningful—the rule requiring the assentofall jurors before a verdictofconviction
or acquittal can be returned. Under today’sjudgment, ninejurors can simply ignore
the viewsoftheir fellow panel members ofa different race or cass.

Johnson, 406 U.S. at 397 (Stewart,J. dissenting). Justice Brennan and Justice Marshall joined in

Justice Stewart's dissent, which went on to criticize the majority for failing to recognize the reality

that non-unanimous juries grossly underminethe basic assurances ofa fir criminal trial and public

confidence in ts result. d.at 398.Justice Marshall’s dissent, joined by Justice Brennan, contained

even stronger words than thoseof Justice Stewart:

Today the Court cuts the heart out of two of the most important and inseparable
safeguards the Bill of Rights offers a criminal defendant: the right to submit his
case to a jury, and the right to proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Together, these
safeguards occupyafundamental place in our constitutional scheme, protecting the
individual defendant from the awesome powerofthe Stat.

1d. at 399-400 (Marshall, J, dissenting). What the dissenters in Johmson rightfully point out, and

‘what underlies the Ramos decision, is that non-unanimous jury verdicts seriously diminished the

likelihood of accurate convictions, especially in states during periods of intense racial

discrimination.

Furthermore, 2 non-unanimous verdict is structural error because itis a “defect affecting

the framework within which the trial proceeds, rather than simply an error in the rial process

itself” Arizona. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 310 (1991). Suchan error causes the criminal tral to

become less reliable in determining guilt or innocence. Jd. Although structural error is not

coextensive with Teague's watershed procedural rule exception, Tyler v. Cain, 533 U.S. 656, 666

Soman pinBikorotiRion
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(2001), a structural error that strikes at the fundamental faimess and accuracy of the criminal

prosecution meets the standardofqualifying as a new procedural rule for retroactive application.

As the Court pointed out in Schriro and Teague, “[that a new procedural rule is

“fundamental” in some abstract sense is not enough the rule must be one ‘without which the

likelihood of an accurate conviction is seriously diminished.” Schriro, 542 U.S. at 352 (citing

Teague, 489 U.S. at 313). Unanimous juries are concretely fundamental — not in an abstract way.

. In line with Gideon, Ramos is remarkable in its primacy and centrality ofthe truth-finding

process. The U.S. Supreme Court has “long explained that the Sixth Amendment right to a jury

trial is “fundamental to the American scheme of justice.” Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1397. The

unanimity of the jury verdict is “an ancient guarantee”; “the American people chose to enshrine

that ight in the Constitution. .. They were seeking to ensure that their children’schildren would

enjoy the same hard-won liberty they enjoyed.” Id. at 1402.

‘The unconstitutional nature of & non-unanimous jury verdict fundamentally harms the

acouracy and faimessofthe proceedings. Ramos corrects the mistakeof the “universeofone” that

is Apodaca, and affords Louisiana the ability to bring faimess to those individuals convicted

outside of constitutional precedent occurring before and afer Apodaca. Id. at 1409 (Sotomayor,

J. concurring in part). Ramos meets the threshold set out in Teague. It is a watershed case that

encompasses the core of the right to a trial by jury, and as such, this Court should apply Ramos

retroactively to Petitioner's case.

V. Even if the federal courts do not require Louisiana to provide a remedy to
Petitioner's constitutional violation, the Louisiana courts should do so for multiple:
reasons, including the history of racism, the threat to the legitimacy of the courts,
and the importanceofprotecting the rights ofjurors and defendants.

Failure to apply Ramos to Petitioner and to those like him who are the victimsof the Jim

Crow jury system would be express acquiescence in structural racism, and would discredit the

judicial system in Louisiana. The Court must grant Petitioner's application.

Danforth v. Minnesota makes clear the states are free to provide their own standards for

retroactivity. Danforth v. Minnesota, 552 U.S. 264, 289 (2008). In 1992, Louisiana decided on

standard similar to that of Teague v. Lane, but it is clear that the rationale for doing so does not
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mandate such application in these circumstances. See State ex rel. Taylor v. Whitley, 606 So.2d

1292, 1296-97 (1992).

In Taylor, over the dissents of Chief Justice Calogero, 606 So.2d at 1300-02, and Justice

Dennis, id. at 1302-04, the Louisiana Supreme Court adopted the restrictive viewofretroactivity

espoused on the United States Supreme Court by Justice Harlan in Mackey v. United States, 401

USS. 667, 690-93 (1970) (separate opinion), and ultimately adopted in Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S.

288 (1988). The Taylor majority recognized that it was under no obligation to adopt Teague. Id

at 1296 (“W]e recognize that we are not bound to adopt the Teague standards... ”). The United

States Supreme Court has since expressly confirmed that point:

States that give broader retroactive effect to this Courts new rules of criminal
procedure do not do so by misconstruing the federal Teague standard. Rather, they
have developed state law to govem retroactivity in state postconviction
proceedings.

Danforth v. Minnesota, 552 U.S. 264, 289 (2008). The change announced in Taylor appeared to

rest principally on the notion of finality, as stated by Justice Harlan in his separate opinion in

Mackey.UnitedStates, 401 U.S. 667, 690 (1970):

Itis, 1 believe, a matter of fundamental import that there be a visible end to the
Titigable aspectofthe criminal process. Finality in the criminal law is an end which
‘must always be kept in plain view.

In fact, Justice Harlan’s viewof “finality” rested upon his own thinking about the limited role.

thatfederal habeas corpus review should have and on three influential articles: Bator, Finality in

Criminal Lawand Federal Habeas Corpusfor State Prisoners, 76 HARV. L. REV. 441, 463

(1963), Friendly, Is Innocence Irrelevant?Collateral Attack onCriminal Judgments, 38 U. CH.

L. REV. 142 (1970), and Mishkin, The Supreme Court, 1964 Term Forward: The High Court,

the Great Writ and the Due ProcessofTime and Law, 79 HARV. L. REV. 56 (1965). The genesis

of JusticeHarlan's thinking appearsto lie in a passage from Judge Friendly’s article:

First, as Professor Bator has written, "it is essential to the educational and deterrent
functionsofthe criminal law that we be able to say that one violating that law will
swittly and certainly become subjectto punishment, just punishment.” It isnotan
answer that a convicted defendant generally remains in prison while collateral
attack is pending, Unbounded willingness to entertain attacks on convictions must
interfere with at least one aim of punishment-"a realization by the convict that he
isjustly subject to sanction, that he stands in needofrehabilitation."

Friendly, supra, at 146 (emphasis added).
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Justice Harlan cited both Professor Bator and Judge Friendly as the basis for his position

in Mackey, stating:

It is, T believe, a matter of fundamental import that there be a visible end to the
litigable aspect of the criminal process. [Citing Bator and Friendly articles.] As 1
have stated before, "Both the individual criminal defendant and society have an
interest in insuring that there will at some point be the certainty that comes with an
end to litigation, and that attention will ultimately be focused not on whether a
conviction was free from error but rather on whether the prisoner can be restored
10 a useful place in the community." Sanders v. United States, 373 U.S., at 24-25
(HARLAN, J,, dissenting). At some point, the criminalprocess, ifit is to function
atall, must tum its attention from whethera man ought properly to be incarcerated
to how he is to be treated once convicted. If law, criminal or otherwise, is worth
having and enforcing, it must at some time provide a definitive answer to the
questions litigants present or else it never provides an answer at all. Surely it is an
unpleasant task to strip 2 man of his freedom and subject him to institutional
restraints. But this does not mean that in so doing, we should always be halting or
tentative. No one, not criminal defendants, not the judicial system, not society as a
‘whole is benefited by a judgment providing a man shall tentatively go to jail today,
but tomorrow and every day thereafter hs continued incarceration shall be subject
to fresh litigation on issues already resolved.

Mackey, 401 U.S. at 690-91 (emphasis added).

As Justice Harlan made clear in Mackey, however, there is a precondition for recognizing

a state’s interest in finality: “Typically, it should be the case that any conviction free from federal

constitutional error at the time it became final, will be found, upon reflection, to have been

fundamentally fair and conducted under those procedures essential to the substanceof a full

hearing” Id. at 693 (emphasisadded).Put in simplestterms, this principle reduces to the following

statement:Ifthe party seeking retroactive applicationof current constitutional standardshadatrial

that wasfair enough when measured by constitutional standards in effect at the time, he or she is

not entitled tofairer trial now.

‘That is thefirstreason why Taylor does not applyto Petitioner's application. Petitioner's

original trial and conviction by a non-unanimous jury was neither fundamentally fair nor

conducted under those procedures essential to the substance of a full hearing. The state of

Louisiana cannot and does not have any legitimate interest in the finality ofa criminal conviction

obtained through a system consciously designed to create structural discrimination, enable

convictions by less than proof beyond a reasonable doubt, and permit prosecutorial misconduct.

‘When Petitioner went to rial, the “fix was in.” Taylor therefore does not apply.

PonCocosRettAt einsfriarwna
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Taylor does not apply for a second reason: it is not mandated by the United States or

Louisiana Constitutions. Linkltter v. Walker, 381 U.S. 618, 629 (1965); Taylor, 606 S0.2d 1292.

It follows, therefore, that the Taylor criteria must give way where a specific constitutional

command applies. Withrow v. Williams, S07 U.S. 680, 686 (1993). Cf. City ofNew Orleans ».

Bd.of Comm'rs, 640 $0.24 237, 256 (La. 1994) (“The courtsofthis sate... are not at liberty to

borrow and apply judge made rules in disregardofour fundamental law or to reweigh balances of

interests and policy considerations already struck by the framersofthe constitution and the people

who ratified it”).

Applying Taylor to non-unanimous jury verdicts also violates Louisiana's Declaration of

the Rightto Individual Dignity contained inArticle , Section 3ofthe Louisiana Constitution:

No person shall be denied the equal protection of the laws. No law shall
discriminate against a person because of race or religious ideas, beliefs, or
affiliations. No law shall arbitrarily, capriciously, or unreasonably discriminate
againsta person because of birth, age, sex, culture, physical condition, or political
ideas or affiliations. Slavery and involuntary servitude are prohibited, except in the
latter case as punishment for crime.

‘The Declarationofthe Right to Individual Dignity was written to go “beyond the decisional law

construing the Fourteenth Amendment. Sibley v. Bd. ofSupervisorsofLa. State Univ., 477 S0.24

1094, 1108 (La. 1985). AccordState v. Granger, 982 S0.24 779, 787-88 (La. 2008). As stated in

Granger:

Article 1, Section 3 commands the courts to decline enforcement ofa legislative
classificationof individuels in three different situations: (1) When the law classifies
individuals by race or religious beliefs, i shall be repudiated completely; (2) When
the statute classifies persons on the basis of birth, age, sex, culture, physical
condition, or political ideas or affiliations, its enforcement shall be refused unless
the state or other advocate of the classification shows that the classification has a
reasonable basis; (3) When the law classifies individuals on any other bass, it shall
be rejected whenever a member of a disadvantaged class shows that it does not
suitably further any appropriate state interest.

Id. at 788-89 (quoting Sibley, 477 So.2d at 1107-08 (emphasis added). See also Moore v. RLCC

Techs, Inc., 668 $0.24 1135, 1140 (La. 1996) (citing L. Hargrave,THELOUISIANA CONSTITUTION,

A REFERENCE GUIDE, at 24 (1991) (“The second sentence [of Article I, § 3] uses absolute

language, permitting no discrimination with respect toraceor religion.”). Even a facially neutral

enactment can be unconstitutionalif it was enacted because of discriminatory purpose. Granger,

982 S0.2d at 789 n.10. See also State v. Baxley, 656 50.24 973, 978 (La. 1995).
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There can be no doubt that the constitutional and statutory provisions allowing for non-

unanimous jury verdicts were expressly designed to discriminate against Blacks and other

minorities on the basis of race. Every Louisiana Constitution prior to 1898 included a right to a

unanimous jury trial identical to that contained in the Sixth Amendment:

+ Constitution of 1812, Art. VI, § 18%: “In all criminal prosecutions, the accused have the
right of being heard by himself or counsel, of demanding the nature and cause of the
accusation against him, of meeting the witnesses face to face, of having compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favour, and prosecutions by indictment or
information, a speedy public trial by an impartial jury of the vicinage, nor shall he be
compelled to give evidence against himself.”

+ Constitution of 1845, Title VI, Art. 107: “Prosecutions shell be by indictment, or
information. The accused shall have a speedy public trial by an impartial jury of the
vicinage; he shall not be compelled to give evidence against himself; he shall have the right
ofbeing heard byhimselfor counsel; he shall have the right, unless he shell have fled from
justice, of meeting the witnesses face to face, and shall have compulsory process for
obaining witnesses in his favor.”

+ Constitution of 1852, Title VI, Art. 103: “Prosecutions shall be by indictment or
information. The accused shall have a speedy public trial by an impartial jury of the
vicinage; he shall not be compelled to give evidence against himself; he shall have the right
of being heard byhimselfor counsel; he shall have the rightofmeeting the witnesses face:
0 face, and shall have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor.”

+ Constitution of 1864, Title VI, Article 105: “Prosecutions shall be by indictment or
information. The accused shall havea speedy public trial,by an impartial juryofthe parish
in which the offence shall have been committed. He shall not be compelled to give
evidence against himself; he shall have the right of being heard, byhimselfor counsel; he
shall have the right of meeting the witnesses face to face, and shall have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor. He shall not be twice put in jeopardy for the
same offence.”

+ Constitution of 1868, Title I ~ BILL OF RIGHTS, Art. 6: Prosecutions shall be by
indictment or information. The accused shall be entitled to a speedy public trial by an
impartial jury of the parish in which the offence was committed, unless the venue be
changed. ~ He shall not be compelled to give evidence against himself; he shall have the
right ofbeing heard byhimselfor counsel; he shall have the right of meeting the witnesses
face to face, and shall have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor. He
shall not be ried twice for the same offense.

+ Constitutionof 1879, BILL OF RIGHTS, Art. 7: In all criminal prosecutions, the accused
shall enjoy the rightto speedy public trial byan impartial jury,except that, in cases where
the penalty is not necessarily imprisonment at hard labor or death, the General Assembly
‘may provide for the trialthereofby ajury of less than twelve in number;provided, that the
accused in every instance shall be tried in the parish where the offense shall have been
committed except in casesofchangeof venue.

Ponipecsin Bins
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Compare the operative language:

LOUISIANA CONSTITUTIONS STXTH AMENDMENT

BEFORE 1879: The accused shall In all criminal prosecutions, the:
have a speedy public trialbyan impartial jury| accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
cous public trial,byan impartial jury...

1879: In all criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall enjoy the rightto a speedy
public trial by an impartial jury ...

State v. Ardoin, 51 La. Ann. 169, 24 So. 802 (Sup. 1899), demonstrates convincingly that

Louisiana required jury unanimity prior to 1898. The Supreme Court's statementofthe case could

not be clearer:

The accused, convicted of buming a vacant dwelling, punishable with
imprisonment at hard labor, takes this appeal from the sentence.

He assigns as error patent on the record,that the offenceofwhich he was convicted,
was committed prior to the adoption of the present Constitution, authorizing
convictions on the concurrenceofnineof th jury, that the constitutional provision
in this respect as applied to offences before the Constitution was adopted, is x post
facto legislation, and hence the sentence based on the verdict concurred in by nine.
onlyof the jury that tried him cannot stand.Theargument is that when the offence
was commilted there could be no conviction without the concurrenceofthejury of
twelve, and that the Constitution of the State in dispensing with that unanimity,
substituting the concurrence of nine only of the jury, violates the articleof the
‘Constitutionof the United Statesprohibiting ex postfucto legislation by the State.

Id. at 170. The Louisiana Supreme Court found Thompson v. Utah, 170 U.S. 343 (1898), to be

controlling. It stated:

‘The change made by the Constitution of Utah was the provision ofa juryofeight
in courts of general jurisdiction except in capital cases, but required unanimity of
the jury in rendering their verdict. Our Constitution, in so far as it bears on this
controversy, provides for a jury of twelve in prosecutions for offences necessarily
‘punishable with imprisonment at hard labor, but authorizes the verdict by nine
concurring jurors. In the Utah case the verdict was found by the eight composing
the jury. In this case the verdict found is by eleven jurors. In cach case the

PomeApts
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conviction is by less than what the Supreme Court of the United States terms the
“historical” Constitutional juryoftwelve.

‘The argument supposes, 00, that the provision in the Utah Constitution construed
in 170th U.S,, differs from thatof our Constitution under discussion. The difference
is supposed to be in the fact that under the ConstitutionofUtah a juryofeight only
was provided, whileour Constitution provides fo thejuryoftwelve, but authorizes
the verdict by the concurrence of nine. It is claimed this gives the accused the.
chanceofan acquittal by nine. This chance of acquittal under the expositionof the
Supreme Courtof the United States, cannot be deemed to answer the requirement
there can be no conviction at all, unless by the verdict of twelve, the only jury
recognizedin determining the question in this case. All the other aspects discussed
in the trial and argument for the State had our attention. We think the decision of
the Supreme Courtofthe United States makes it imperative to hold that Article 116
ofthe Constitution cannot be applied to offences committed prior to the adoption
ofthat instrument.

Id. at 171, 172 (emphasis added). See also Statev.St. Clair, 42 La. Ann. 755,758,7So. 713 (Sup.

1890) (“The defendants made no complaintofthe first verdict. They certainly made no motion for

‘anew trial. There was no mistrial, because there was a unanimous verdict. They filed no motion

inarrest ofjudgment).

“The present constitution” referred to in Ardoin was the product of the 1898 Louisiana

Constitutional Convention. Emest Benjamin Kruttschnitt, its President, made it clear from the

outset that the Convention's purpose was to minimize or eliminate the political powerofBlack

Louisianans. OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL OF THE STATE

OFLouIsiANA: HELD INNEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1898 [hereinafter “JOURNAL”,

at380. Judge Thomas Semmes, Chairofthe Convention's Judiciary Committe, stated is purpose

clearly: “We [are] hereto establish the supremacyofthe white race...” Id at 374.

Article 116 of the 1898 Louisiana Constitution, which later became Article 1, § 17, the

article in effect when Petitioner was tried, was a pert ofa much larger package of measures adopted

in the Convention, all of which were enacted in furtherance of the white supremacist intent and

agendaofthe delegates. See United States v. Louisiana, 225 F. Supp. 353 (ED. La. 1963)

‘The proponents ofthis non-unanimous jury system justified its creation on thebelief Black

jurors would become the champion ofa Black defendant solely becauseofthe Defendant's race:

He [the freed slave] does notappearto much advantage in any capacity in the courts
of law . . . . As a juror, he will follow the lead of his white fellows in causes

Pon Comionsettiv ii
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involving distinctive white interests; but if a negro be on trial for any crime, he
becomes at once his eamest champion, and a hung jury is the usual result.

“Future ofthe Freedman,” Daily Picayune, August 31, 1873,at 5,quoted in R. Smith & B. Sarma,

How and Why Race Continues to Influence the AdministrationofCriminal Justice in Louisiana,

72LA. L. REV. 361, 376 (2012) [hereinafter “Smith & Sarma”

‘There can be no doub that this provision was written into the Louisiana Constitution to

ensure that Blacks charged with crimes were convicted. In a comment worthy of Dante’s Inferno,

one newspaper went so far as 10 argue that “ifthe jury system be so reformed that a majority may

bring ina verdict, that lynching will be absolutely prevented.” “Remedy for Lynching.” DAILY

COM. HERALD, Sept. 11, 1894, at 2, quoted inBriefofAmici Curiae Center on Race, Inequality

and the Law et al., Edwards v. Vannoy, No. 19-5807 (US. Sup. Ct, July 21, 2020), at 9.

Obviously, non-unanimous juries did not end lynching and Blacks were not fairly tried in

Louisiana courts.

‘The enactments in 1898 constituted the deliberate abandonment of the unanimous jury

verdictto ensure the conviction ofBlacks,aclear legislative classification based on race.The non-

unanimous jury rule served a second purpose and created a second classification. At the time of

the 1898 Convention, federal authorities were investigating the exclusionofBlacks from Lousiana

juries. T-W. Frampton, The Jim Crow Jury, 71 VAND. L. REV. 1593, 1616-18 (2018). Federal

scrutiny made an outright ban on Black jury service impracticable, but adoptionof non-unanimity

accomplished the same thing: it “ensure{d] that African-American juror service would be

meaningless.” Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1394 (quoting State v. Maxie, No. 13-CR-72522 (La. 11° Jud.

Dist, 10/11/18.) See alsoBriefofAmicus Curiae JonRe Taylor in Supportof Petitioner, Edwards

v. Vannoy, No. 19-5807 (USS. Sup. Ct., July 21, 2020) at 7-13 (“Taylor brief” describing Ms.

Taylor's experience as a dissenting vote on the Edwards jury).'0 Put another way, the state of

Louisiana set out to do indirectly what it was prohibited from doing directly. See, e.g, Bd. ofCl:

Comm'rs v. Unbehr, S18 U.S. 668, 674 (1996)

1% Available apsdsupremeconrtgov/DockeiPDF/19/19-807/14850320200723 130543252_19-
S80720Edwards Vannoy. AmicuslonReTaylor20-420FILED pdf.
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Numerous commentators have noted that the non-unanimous jury verdict rule functioned

just as its white supremacist framers intended. See, e.g, Smith & Sarma, supra, at 376-77;

Frampton, supra, at 1599; Angela A. Allen-Bell, How the Narrative About Louisiana's Non-

Unanimous Criminal Jury System Became a Personof Interest in the Case Against Justice in the

Deep South, 67 MERCER L. REV 585, 596 (2016). Black participation on juries was nullified and

continued to be nullified until finally abrogated. State v. Maxie, No. 13-CR-72522 (La. 11% Jud,

Dist, October 11, 2018) (“{The comparative disparities are statisticallysignificantand startlingl;)

African-American jurors are casting empty votes 64 percent above the expectedoutcome[ J")!

“This, in addition to creating a race-based classification as to defendants, Article I, § 13 and its

statutory counterpart created a second race-based classification: the exclusion ofBlack jurors from

meaningful participation in the criminal process.

Revision of the Constitution in 1974 did not remove the discriminatory classification

contained in the original Article I, § 13 and implementing sections of the Code of Criminal

Procedure, It simply decreased the impact by eight and one third percent. As described in the

Amicus BriefofJonre Taylor, the dissenting juror in StateofLousiana v. Thedrick Edwards, the

11-1 conviction case presently before the United States Supreme Court:

When introducing language imposing the more demanding standard to the Convention as

a whole, Vice Chairman ofthe Convention Chris J. Roy held aloft picture of Wilbur McDonald,

aman recently exonerated after being convictedof rape and murder in Ilinois. {Citation omitted]

Roy argued that adopting a more stringent 10-2 requirement was the bare minimum delegates

should do to ensure accuracy:

I've had enough of it, I've had to bring with me—let me show you picture, this
fellow [McDonald] here ... Three years later afer every benefitofdoubt had been
accorded to him the real culprit came up. and admitted his guilt... . We ask
you to consider what ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ means. If it means to you tht it
fakes only seventy-five percent to send a man to Angola... ifthat’s what you want
to do, then do it. But let's not say that you weren't old. Let's not argueabout ten
outoftwelve being too much to ask for.

1 Petitioner seeks include within the evidence ofhis conviction, he full rascript ofMaxie availabest
hitpsdive.google conVfle/d/]_WaiuDopacHwmhLINR196sBLEANviewaspiring
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‘Taylor Brief, at 21-22. See also J. Grisham, A Time to Kill (1996). Decreasing the invidious

impact of non-unanimous juries eight and a third percent while allowing the practice to continue

perpetuates systemic discrimination.

It appears that the 1973 Convention justified allowing the non-unanimous jury verdict

system to continue based on a perception that it would promote judicial efficiency. State ».

Hankton, 122 So. 3 1028, 1038 (La. App. 4 Cir. 08/02/13). In fact, as noted in Hankton, the basis

for continuing the non-unanimous jury verdict system appears to have been crystallized in the

following statement:

‘We have changed this to ten. This proposalof having less than amajorityto reach
a verdict in the case has been approved by the United States Supreme Court; this
issueofwhetheryou need a unanimous verdict in all cases has been reviewed by
the Supreme Court, and you may have less than a unanimous verdict. It then
becomes a questionofdegree ... at what point to do draw the line? Do you draw it
at eight, or nine, or ten ... we felt, after putting allofour heads together, that ten
was a reasonable amount on this. It leads o a situation where you'll get a definitive
action inmorecases rather than have a hung jury. Because if it required twelve out
of twelve to render a verdict, that meansifyou had anything less than twelve out
of twelve, either for innocence or for guilt, you would have what's called a hung
jury, and that means that you would have to go beck and do it all over again. And
his is oneofthe modemizationsofour criminal procedure, quite franklyof which
Louisiana is oneofthe leaders in the field.

1d. 1 1040-41 (remarks of Delegate Lamar; emphasis added). Delegate Lamar's concerns about

hung juries should result in a senseof déja vu in two ways. First, to repeat:

He [the freed slave] does not appear to much advantage inanycapacity in the courts
of law . ... As a juror, he will follow the lead of his white fellows in causes
involving distinctive white interests; butif a negro be on trial for any crime, he
becomes at once his camest champion, anda hung jury is the usual result.

“Futureofthe Freedman,” DAILY PICAYUNE, August 31, 1873, at § (quoted in Smith & Sarma,

supra, at 376 (emphasis added). Second, note also the italicized passage from Delegate Lamar’s

remarks, which unquestionably is a reference to Johnson and Apodaca.

‘The argument that the Supreme Court laid to rest the question of constitutional propriety

of non-unanimous verdicts was deceptive and potentially mendacious. State v. Johnson, 255 La.

314, 230 S0.2d 825 (La. 1970), the case forming the basis for Johnson v. Louisiana, made no

mentionofthe racial discrimination baked into the non-unanimous jury verdict system. As can be

seen from a reviewofthe opinion, the case mostly concemed an allegedly improper line-up. The

Fe.
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specificationof error concerning the non-unanimous verdict id not mention racial discrimination:

“The verdict of guilty in which only nine out of twelve jurors concurred denied appellant due

process and equal protectionofthe laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the United

States Constitution.” Johnson, 255 La. at316.

Importantly, neither Johnson nor Apodaca discussed the overtly racially discriminatory

purpose of the Louisiana and Oregon systems. The evidence available, including the oral

arguments of each case (see hitps//www.oyez.orgleases/1970/69-5035 (Johnson) and

hitps://www.oyez.org/cases/1971/69-5046 (Apodaca)), contain no referencetothe expressly racist

purpose of the Louisiana majority verdict provision and at most a fleeting reference to equal

protection concerns." State decisions after Johnson and Apodaca summarily upheld non-

unanimous verdicts based on the two U.S. Supreme Court cases and did not discuss the overtly

racist purpose for the system. See State v. Bertrand, 6 S0.3d 738 (La. 2009); State v. Edwards,

4200.24 663 (La. 1982); State v. Simmons, 414 0.24 705 (La. 1982); State v. Jones, 381 So.2d

416(1980).

“The plurality opinions in Johnson and Apodaca phrasedthecore question as being whether

‘unanimity served an important “function” in “contemporary society.” Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1398

(quoting Apodaca, 406 U.S. at 410). Itis safe to say that both Apodaca and Johnson likely would

have come out differently.if the Court had been awareofwhy Oregon and Louisiana allowed non-

unanimity, as Ramos showed.

Failingto apply Ramos retroactivelyto Petitioner and others like him violates the letter and

spirit of Louisiana’s Declaration of the Right to Individual Dignity and the jurisprudence

implementing it. It disregards the principle that when a law classifies individuals by race or

religious beliefs, the law shall be repudiated completely. There can be no doubt that non-

unanimous jury verdicts operated to create two invidious racial classifications, the first to

2 Reargumentof Appellant, Johnsonv. Louisiana, Jamary 10, 1972: *Alsobyexcluding the viewpoints of tree
minority juror sverydobtfl whether hi verdict representsacommon sensejudgment ofthejury panel of
the 12 jurors. Furthenmor, appellant's convictionby a divided jury is a denial of de process requirement
hat th tao prove defendant's guilt beyond reasonable doubt. The purposes fr the reasonable doubt
standard make ile sense without the unanimity rule.”

2%
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efficiently convict Blacks and minorities and the second to mulify the voicesofBlack and minority

jurors. Failing to apply Ramos to cases on collateral review does not “repudiate completely” the

legislative classifications based on race.

Tt is likely that there will be arguments that it will be difficult or expensive to retry

individuals who were convicted many years ago. This argumentis frivolous at best. The judicial

efficiency” discussed in Hankton ~ the time and expense saved —rested upon a shortcut that was

abused over many years. As the Brief of Amici Curiae The Promise of Justice Initiative et al,

Edwardsv. Vannoy, No. 19-5807 (U.S. Sup. Ct, July 21, 2020) points out:

In reality, this Court’s ruling in favor ofPetitioner would likely require reversal of
approximately sixteen hundred convictions. That means, retroactive application of
Ramos will increase the number of criminal cases in Louisiana by less than 2%.
‘The majority of these cases will either be resolved with a plea agreement or
dismissed. Even assuming a rate of re-tials that is ten times the current-trial rate,
the net effect ofretroactive application will be one additional jury trial per year per
assistant district attorney, spreadovertwo years."

Moreover, as previously noted, Taylor does not apply when the inital trial was not fai.

Taylor does not apply to this unique situation. The Louisiana Constitution's Declaration of the

Right to Individual Dignity and the jurisprudence implementing it does apply. The declaration

mandates completely repudiating non-unanimous jury verdicts by making Ramos retroactive.

‘Courts in Lousiana have their own obligation to enforce the Constitutional guarantees and

‘can ensure constitutional protectionsbroaderthan those articulated in Teague v. Lane. As Danforth

v. Minnesota held, Teague does not constrain the authorityof tate courts to give broader effect to

new rulesofcriminal procedure than is required by that opinion. 552 U.S. at 291. It is significant

to note that Teague v. Lane announces only a rule for prospective federal habeas review — leaving

to the states the obligation to fulfill their constitutional responsibilities. For the reasons above, this

Court can do 50 and should find Ramos retroactive.

2 Aulable ie ismcountsouDosktBE1915.07483112020072116323881[2
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In doing so it can adopt one ofthe below rules to apply in the future:

a. Where the major purpose ofconstitutional doctrine is to overcomeapractice rooted

in extreme systemic racism so as to substantially impair the legitimacy of

Louisiana’s criminal justice system—and impair the truth-finding function of

criminal trials raising serious questions about the accuracyofguilty verdicts in past

trials—the new rule will be given complete retroactive effect. Neither good-faith

reliance by state or federal authorities on prior constitutional law or accepted

practice, nor severe impact on the administration of justice justify requiring

prospective application in these circumstances;

b. Where the major purpose ofa constitutional doctrine is to overcome an aspect of

the criminal trial that substantially impairs is truth-finding function and so raises

serious questions about the accuracy ofguilty verdicts in past tials, the rule will be

given complete retroactive effect; or

c. Where the major purposeof a constitutional doctrine is to restore credibility and

faith in the criminal justice system, the rule should apply to all litigants.

The evidence of wrongful convictions relating to non-unanimous jury verdicts are

significant. See BriefofAmicus Curiae Innocence Project New Orleans, Edwards v. Vannoy,

No. 19-5807 (USS. Sup. Ct, July 21, 2020). Non-unanimous jury convictions systemically

discounted the opinions ofjurorsof color and contributed toa significant numberofwrongful

convictions, someof which later led to exonerations. It corrupted the jury process by silencing

skeptical viewpoints, depriving the other jurors ofa full viewofthe evidence. This practice

stripped the Louisiana criminal justice system of credibility, making all Louisianans fess safe.

‘Ramos should be applied retroactively.

1 Availableahips: supremccourt gov/DocketPDF/19/19-
ASR HesRe ERSTART
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VL Preservation is not required in order to raise the issue of non-unanimous jury
verdicts.

Although State law requires that the defense bring error to the attention of the trial court

within a reasonable time, La. Code Crim. Pro. Ann. arts. 770, 771, 841, there is a long-established

exception to this contemporary objection regime where the objection would be “a vain and useless

act” State v. Ervin, 340 S0.2d 1379 (Le. 1976); State v. Lee, 346 So.2d 682 (La. 1977). The

unanimity claim raised here was not remotelyavailable atthe timeofPetitioner's trial (or appeal).

Rather, it had been foreclosed by the Supreme Court's Apodaca v. Oregon and Johnson v.

Louisiana lings.

No court—state or federal—below the Supreme Court, could alter Apodaca or Johnson.

See Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 237-38 (1997) (“if precedent of this Court has direct

application to a case, yet appears to rest on reasons rejected in some other lineofcases, the [lower

court] should follow the case which directly controls, leaving to this Court the prerogative of

overruling its own decisions,) (quoting Rodriguez de Quijas v. Shearson/American Express, Inc.,

490 U.S. 477, 484 (1989)). Thus, because this rule was not available until the Court's decision in

Ramos overruling Apodaca, it was not reasonably available and there is adequate cause to excuse

itnot being presented sooner. See Reed v. Ross, 468 US. 1, 17 (1984).

Moreover, the conviction based upon a non-unanimous verdict s error patent, reviewable

on appealwithoutan assignment of error based upon La. C. Cr. P. art. 920 (detailing the matters

that may be considered on appeal: “2) An error that s discoversble by a mere inspection of the

pleadings and proceedings and without inspectionofthe evidence.”) See also State v. Wrestle Inc.,

360 So. 24831, 837 (La. 1978) (“W]e have held without discussion that under such circumstances

we may, from the minute entry, discover by mere inspection the basis for a defendant's contention

that a non-unanimous jury verdict represents constitutional error patent on the face of the

proceedings.”) The Louisiana Supreme Court has made clear that a non-unanimous verdict is

subject to review as error patent. The matter is remanded to the court of appeal for further

1% As Pettoner doe not believe preservation is necessary, thisbrieftakes no position onwhetherpetitioner
appropriately preserved the issue, but presen his argument in advance, ifany procedural defect may be raised
against Petioner.
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proceedings and to conduct a new error patent review in light of Ramos v. Louisiana. State v.

Williams, No. 2019-01690 (La. 06/12/20)(“Ifthe non-unanimous jury claim was not preserved for

review in the trial courtor was abandoned during any stageofthe proceedings, the courtofappeal

should nonetheless consider the issue as part of its error patent review. See La.C.CrP. art.

920(2)."); State v. Jackson, 2019-02023 (La. 06/12/20) (“Application for reconsideration granted.

‘The matter is remanded to the court of appeal for further proceedings in light of Ramos v.

Louisiana, 590 US. , 2020 WL 1906545 (2020). If the non-unanimous jury claim was not

preserved for review in the trial court, the court of appeal should consider the issue as part of an

error patent review. See La.C.CrP. art. 920(2)"); State v. Richardson, 2019-00175 ( La. 06/03/20)

(“The matter is remanded to the courtof appeal for further proceedings and to conduct a new error

patent review in lightofRamosv. Louisiana, S90 U.S. ,140$.C1. 1390, 206 L.Ed.2d 583 (2020).

Ifthe non-unanimous jury claim was not preserved for review in the trial court or was abandoned

during any stageof the proceedings, the court of appeal should nonetheless consider the issue as

partofits error patent review. See La.C.CrP. art, 920(2).").

1 the Court follows the appropriate law above, the Court can rule solely on the issue of

whether Petitioner's conviction should bereversedas unconstitutional.

However, if tis Court finds that Petitioner did not preserve and is somehow foreclosed

fromrelieffor failing to raise the non-unanimous jury claim at any point specific in the proceeding

priorto the application for post-conviction relief, Petitioner asserts that Petitioner's counsel was

ineffective for this failure.

Under the standard set out in Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 68 (1984), and State v.

Washington, 491 80.24 1337 (La. 1986), a conviction must be reversedifthe petitioner proves (1)

that counsels performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness under prevailing

professional norms, and (2) counsel's inadequate performance prejudiced defendant to the extent

that the trial was rendered unfair and the verdict suspect. State v. Legrand, 2002-1462 (La.

12/03/03); 864 S0.2d 89. When determining whether the first prong of the ineffective assistance:

of counsel prong is met, the inquiry is whether defense counsels conduct was deficient. In State

ex rel. Craddockv. State, 2016-0912 (La. 09/15/17); 225 So. 3d 452, 455, the Louisiana Supreme

EE
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Court stated the “proper standard for attomey performance is that of reasonably effective

assistance.” Failing to object may be deficient conduct sufficient to reach ineffective assistance of

counselif counsel should have objected. In State v. Truehill, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals

analyzed the accused counsel's failureto object to inadmissible evidence under the Louisiana Code

of Evidence. State v. Truehill, 2009-1546 (La. App. 3 Cir. 06/02/10); 38 So. 3d 1246, 1253. In that

case, hearsay statements were admitted, a violation of Louisiana Code of Evidence article 804.

The court found that, “[blecause the evidence was inadmissible under La. Code Evid. art. 804,

defense counsel's failure to objectto the evidence constituteda deficient performance.” Id

Here, ifthe Court finds any defect in preservation and requires some formofpreservation,

then it is clear that counsel should have raised sch an objection and may remain incarcerated for

10 other reason.

Aso the second prong, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that the benchmark for judging a

charge of ineffectiveness is whether the attorney's conduct was so ineffective tha it undermined

the proper functioningofthe adversarial process that the trial cannot be considered to have

produced a just result. United States v. Cronic, 466 U.S. 648 (1984); Strickland v. Washington,

466 U.S. 668 (1984). Proving prejudice requires that a petitioner demonstrate that there is a

“reasonable probability that, but for counsels unprofessional errors, the resultofthe proceeding

would have been different,” and a reasonable probability “is a probability sufficient to undermine

confidence in the outcome.” Id. at 694.

For the reasons asserted above, and in Ramos, it is clear that non-unanimous juries

undermine the proper functioning of the court system. Non-unanimous jury convictions

systemically discounted the opinionsofjurorsof color and contributed to a significant number of

wrongful convictions, some of which later led to exonerations. The practice corrupted the jury

process by silencing skeptical viewpoints, depriving the otherjurors ofa full viewofthe evidence.

‘This practice stripped the Louisiana criminal justice systemofcredibility, making all Louisianans

less safe. Louisiana courts inherited a practice that undermined the proper functioning of the

adversarial process, and if a remedy is unavailable to Petitioner, it should follow that the second

prong ofthe ineffective assistanceofcounsel analysis is met.

iriverandFE
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Failure to object to the constitutionalityofthe non-unanimous verdict constituted deficient

performance by defense counsel. See e.g. Glover v. UnitedStates, 531 U.S. 198, 203 (2001); Scott

v. Louisiana, 934 F.2d 631, 634 (5th Cir. 1991) (finding failure to object to an instruction allowing

convictionofattempted second degree murder where there was only the intent to commit serious

bodily harm constitutes deficient performance); Gray v. Lynn, 6 F. 3d 265, 269 (5th Cir. 1993)

(“the failure by Gray's counsel to object to the erroneous instruction “cannot be considered to be

within the ‘wide range of professionally competent assistance); Summit v. Blackburn, 795 F.24

1237 (Sth Cir. 1986); Henry v. Scully, 78 F.3d 1, 53 (2nd Cir. 1996) (counsel ineffective for

failing to object to instruction); State v. Jackson, 97-2220 (La. App. 4 Cir. 05/12/99); 733 So. 2d

736 (counsel ineffective for failing to request a specific instruction); State v. Cole, 97-348 (La.

App. 3 Cir. 10/08/97); 702 So. 2d 832, 839 (La. Ct. App. 1997) (counsel ineffective for filing to

object to instructions); State v. Ball, 554 So. 2d 114, 115 (La. Ct. App. 1989) (counsel i attempted

murder case ineffective for failing to object to state argument and judge's erroneous instructions

‘which toldjury that intent to inflict bodily harm would support the conviction because an attempted

murder requires a specific intent to kil). Even ifthe objection would have been rejected, counsel

still had an obligation. C.f. Engle v. Isaac, 456 U.S. 107, 130 (1982) (“Ifa defendant perceives a

constitutional claim and believes it may find favor in the federal courts, he may not bypass the

state courts simply because he thinks they will be unsympathetic to the claim. Even a state court

that has previously rejected a constitutional argument may decide, upon reflection, that the

contention is valid").

To the extent the State argues that the failure to challenge the constitutionality of

Louisiana’s non-unanimous verdict, and/or the failure to reise the issue on appeal, constitutes &

procedural bar preventing petitioner from raising the claim today, Petitioner was prejudiced from

counsel's failure to raise the issue.

VIL Conclusion

The U.S. Supreme Court has now explicitly found that Apodaca was an “an admittedly

mistaken decision,” Ramos, 140 S. Ct. at 1408. Justice Kavanaugh, in a separate concurrence,

found that Apodaca was “egregiously wrong” and incompatible with the original meaningofthe

iran cotaFE
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Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments. 1d. at 1420 (Kavanaugh, J, concurring). Justice Sotomayor

found that Apodaca was “irreconcilable with not just one, but two, strands of constitutional

precedent well established both before and afer the decision.” Id. at 1409 (Sotomayor, J.,

concurring). Not even the dissenting Justices defended the Apodaca opinion, finding only that

“whatever one may think about the correctnessofthe decision, it has elicited enormous and entirely

reasonable reliance.” Id. at 1425 (Alito, J, dissenting). If it were not for the errorofthe U.S.

Supreme Court, Petitioner would have had the jury trial the Constitution intended to afford

Petitioner.

The StateofLouisiana did not even believe Apodaca was correctly decided. As previously

discussed, the State did not argue that Apodaca was good law, the citizens of Louisiana have

rejected non-unanimous jury verdicts, and even the dissentofRamos “tacitly,...admit[s] that the

Constitution forbids States from using nonunanimousjuries.” Ramos, 140. Ct. at 1395. Petitioner

should not be permanently deprivedofPetitioner's constitutional rights becauseofan admittedly

faulty “egregiously wrong” interpretation of law controlled. Id. at 1420 (Kavanaugh, J.

concurring). Louisiana cannot allow Petitioner's conviction to stand merely to “perpetuate

something we all know is wrong only because we fear the consequences of being right” Id. at

1408.
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\| INITIATIVE

March 26, 2021

Plaquemines Parish Clerk of Court
Criminal Division

25th JDC Judicial District
P.O. Box 40

Belle Chasse, LA 70037
Re: State v. Reginald Reddick, No. 93-3922-F

Dear Clerk of Court for Plaquemines Parish:

Please find enclosed the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief with Exhibits and accompanying
Order. We have also provided a Motion to Enroll and a Motion to Stay. We humbly request that these

pleadings be accepted and filed into the record ofthe above-captioned case.

If there are any questions or concerns please contact our office immediately via phone or
‘email as provided below. Thank you for your time and consideration in these matters and for
working diligently during this time.

In Solidarity,

pull lity
Promise ofJustice Initiative
1024 Elysian Fields Ave.,

New Orleans, LA 70117
504.529.5955
hward@defendla.org
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257JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
PARISH OF PLAQUEMINES — STATE OF LOUISIANA

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25,2021

PURSUANT TO ADJOURNMENT, THE COURT MET:

PRESENT: HON. MICHAEL D. CLEMENT, JUDGE, DIV. “B”

JASON NAPOLI ASSISTANTDISTRICT ATTORNEY

MICHELE LAFRANCE, OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER

AMY M. MORROW, DEPUTY CLERK

STATE OF LOUISIANA CASE #: 93.0392
vs CHARGE:
REGINALD REDDICK SECOND DEGREE MURDER

“This matter came on this date for a Motion for Post-Conviction Relief

PRESENT: JASON NAPOLI, Attomey for the State.

HARDELL WARD, Attomey for Reginald Reddick, Defendant

REGINALD REDDICK, Defendant, via zoom

Hardell Ward argued. The Court questioned Hardell Ward and he responded.

Jason Napoli argued.

Hardell Ward argued on rebuttal
FOR REASONS ORALLY ASSIGNED, the Court granted the Motion for Post-

Conviction Relief

Jason Napoli requested a Stay because he intends to take a Writ to the 4° Circuit Court of
Appeals. The Court granted the Stay until the ruling by the 4” Circuit Court of Appeals.
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